Thank you for your interest in getting involved in New York!

In 2020 an onerous ballot access law was passed which more-than-doubled the gubernatorial candidate vote threshold for retaining ballot access in New York and set the Presidential candidate threshold to 2% of the vote. The Green Party of New York State has been unsuccessful in ligation against these restrictive laws. In 2022 third parties and independents had to collect 45,000 valid signatures in a timeframe of 6 weeks with at least 500 or 1% of enrolled voters coming from at least half of the congressional districts. No other parties or independent candidates were able to jump this hurdle.

We are preparing for the big push to qualify our Presidential nominee for the ballot in 2024. Again, the requirement will be 45,000 valid signatures in 6 weeks. This will require tremendous preparation and support. Only residents of NY are able to carry a petition. Will you be able to support us with your time and/or donation? Please contact our coordinator. Click here to email sandyprzybylak@live.com

You can help to fund our nationwide ballot access efforts by making a donation to our Ballot Access Committee fund. Click here to open the donation portal https://www.gp.org/donate_bac